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Task Description:

1). Original Aims: Sustained exposure to microgravity leads to adaptive changes in the cardiovascular and
musculoskeletal systems that results in substantial morbidity. For example cardiovascular deconditioning may lead to
orthostatic hypotension and syncope. Atrophy of skeletal muscle will diminish work capacity and may lead to muscle
injury. Bone demineralization increases the risk of kidney stone formation and may reduce bone strength increasing the
risk of fracture. Bone resorption may be particularly severe after long duration space flight with uncertain recovery.
Despite in depth study, the optimal countermeasure for each system has not been defined. More importantly, previous
work has focused predominantly on one organ system at a time, ignoring the interaction among systems, and preventing
the development of a specific countermeasure for an individual astronaut that might be effective for the heart, muscles
and bones. The global objective of this proposal is to test an integrated countermeasure that will be effective against
cardiovascular deconditioning, skeletal muscle atrophy, and bone demineralization, and that ultimately can be applied
practically abroad the International Space Station or a mission to Mars. 
The original hypotheses and specific aims of the project are as follows: 

Hypothesis 1: An “optimized” exercise training program combining dynamic plus intermittent resistance exercise can
prevent the cardiovascular atrophy and deconditioning associated with prolonged bed rest. 

Hypothesis 2: This dynamic plus resistance exercise training program, when combined with
potassium-magnesium-citrate supplementation will attenuate the increased risk for stone formation, and diminish bed
rest-induced bone loss to a greater extent than the effect of exercise training or supplementation alone. 

Hypothesis 3: This dynamic plus resistance exercise training program during bed rest will also attenuate structural and
functional alternations in skeletal muscle induced by prolonged bed rest, thereby preserving strength and endurance. 

To test these hypotheses, we proposed to accomplish the following specific aims: 

Specific Aim 1: To perform an exercise countermeasure using rowing ergometry combined with resistance training to
obtain the most intensive stimulus to cardiac hypertrophy in the shortest period of time. The functional importance of
cardiac atrophy for orthostatic tolerance after prolonged bed rest will be determined from a novel combination of
classical, invasive cardiovascular physiology to measure the static component of diastole (Frank-Starling and LV
pressure/volume curves), in conjunction with innovative, non-invasive imaging techniques to measure the dynamic
component of diastole. A novel oral volume loading strategy will also be applied just prior to orthostatic tolerance
testing. 

Specific aim 2: To assess the effect of exercise training combined with supplementation with potassium magnesium
citrate (KMgCit) in preventing microgravity-induced increases in bone resorption, urinary calcium excretion, and risk of
stone formation. These specific aims will be accomplished by precise metabolic control and evaluation, plus
non-invasive evaluation of bone structure and function (bone quality by ultrasound). 

Specific Aim 3: To demonstrate the effectiveness of dynamic and resistance exercise training in attenuating the loss of
structure and functional capacity of skeletal muscle during prolonged bed rest. This aim will include measures of whole
muscle size and function (magnetic resonance imaging/spectroscopy), functional exercise testing (strength and
endurance), biochemistry (enzyme activities, ubiquitin-proteasome pathway induction), and histology (muscle fiber type
and morphometry, and capillary density). 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

The information obtained from these experiments will be relevant for patients after prolonged confinement to bed rest,
or chronic reduction in physical activity, as well as for patients with disease processes that alter cardiac stiffness such as
obesity, hypertension, heart failure or ischemic heart disease, plus normal aging and osteoporosis. Indeed, we are
already using this strategy to treat patients with chronic orthostatic intolerance and the Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia
Syndrome with outstanding results. Rowing and strength training have been incorporated into my standard clinical
algorithm for management of these patients, all of whom have very small hearts. This work has led to the elaboration of
a new name for this important clinical syndrome: "The Grinch Syndrome" (because their hearts are "two sizes too
small"). 
  

Task Progress:
New project for FY2005. 
[Ed. note: FY2005 record added to Task Book December 2009 when discovered it missing] 
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